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1. Home Page

Click on Consult
Register.

The map display module enables you to
display an interactive map that you can use to
query mining titles, create personalized queries
and select parcels of land or titles when filling
out forms.
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2. Map display module
Display scale

Tool bar and functions

Navigation tools

Map content

Display of selected polygons
(see p.5)

It is not possible to execute queries on Québec as a whole. If the legend layer is shaded, the
information is not available at that scale. Most of the layers for mining titles (active and past)
start to be displayed at a scale of roughly 1:300,000. You must therefore use the navigation
tools to obtain the desired display scale. (See page 7)
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3. Display menus

Consult active and pending titles and land
available for map designation

Consult title history.

If the layer is shaded in the
legend, the information is not
available at this scale. You
must use the zoom feature
first.

Constraints on mining activity and agreements
that can be selected individually.

List of titles and delegated titles
belonging to the priority member. You
must be identified as a GESTIM member
to access these layers.
Basic maps and map breakdowns
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Use the “Layer Arrangement” tab to
move the map layers and arrange
them in priority order. Those that
appear at the top of the list will be
displayed first.

Translucidity can also be added to a
given map layer. To do this, click on
the arrow to the extreme right of
the layer, select “translucidity” and
select the level of translucidity you
want.

There are two polygon selection modes available.
1) Consult register: When you click on a mining title on
the map, information about the title will be displayed
in a new window.
2) Selection for a form: Click on a polygon to add it to
the list for a form (Notice of map designation, work
declaration form, etc.) Note: You must be
identified as a GESTIM member in order to
access this tool.

As would be the case in a virtual
store, the claims selected by the
user are placed in a “shopping
basket”. They can be viewed by
icon or
clicking on the
removed by clicking on
.
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4. Tool Bar and Functions

Tag
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View

Comment

Define display
scale

Used to access the map at the display scale entered in the
“Digital scale” section

Add shapefile

Used to add data to the map from shapefiles

Add KML or
GPX

Used to add data to the map from KML or GPX files

Search and
locate

Used to search the map by place name, civic address, postal
code, township, seigneury, SNRC sheet 1:50 000.

Information

Click on the desired element to view attribute information
from the searchable layers activated in the “Legend” tab of
the “Map Content” section.

Create a
custom layer

Used to create layers from Québec’s Register of real, mining
and immovable rights and display the results on the map.
(See p. 9)

Coordinate
readout

Click on the map to obtain the location’s coordinates. The
geographic and Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate
systems are displayed under the geodesic reference system
NAD 83.

View PDF map

Click to display a map in PDF format to a scale of 1:50 000.

Save

Save a map with all the displayed layers (for GESTIM
members only).

Help

Click to consult the complete guide to consulting GESTIM by
map.
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5. Navigation Tools

Tag
Zoom in

Zoom out

Zoom box

Reframe all

Previous map
window
Next map
window

On the new GESTIM interactive map, the map scale
can now be changed using the mouse wheel. This was
not possible on the old map.

Remark

Centre the tool on the map window to zoom in.

Centre the tool on the map window to zoom out.

Use the mouse to draw a box and zoom into a specific
place on the map.

Use to reframe the map on all the layers checked in
the map content.
Use to go back to the previous map view.
Use to go back to the next map view after using the
“Previous map window” tool.

Navigation wheel
The navigation wheel has three functions that can be used to navigate the
map.
More (+) and less (-): Use these signs to zoom in or zoom out.
Arrows: Use the arrows to move from left to right or top to bottom of the
map.
Scroll bar: Use this tool to zoom in or zoom out.
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6. Consulting Titles

Place the cursor over a title to
display summary information in a
pop-up box.

Click on a title in Consult Register mode (see p.5) to display
detailed information about the title: title history, area
covered, title status, work reports, etc.
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7. Custom Layer

To create a custom layer, click on
and select the type of query you wish to make. Then enter a name for
the query, along with a short description (optional), and choose a display colour
In this example, titles are searched by criteria, except BNE. The purpose is to identify active titles held by a
specific company.

2) Enter a name for the
query. The description is
3) Choose an element colour and
fill colour (optional).

4) If you are looking for titles held by
a specific titleholder, enter the
titleholder’s name or number and
click on Search. The titleholder will be
highlighted in the list and must then
be selected from the list.

1) Select a type of query.

5) If you have a group title
number, enter it here.

6) You must then select the
type of title.
7) You can limit the search by
entering a registration date and/or an
expiry date.

8) Select the status(es).

For the remainder of the form, simply
state whether substances containing
at least 0.1% of U3O8 have been
discovered, and whether the titles are
located in a mining-incompatible area.
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Custom Layer Results

The result is displayed on the map and the layer is shown in the display menu. In
the above example, the result of the query is shown in green, as requested in step
3 on the previous page. The colour can be changed by clicking on the colour box
in the legend.
The check box can be used to display the custom layer. To remove it, click on the
arrow to the right of the layer name and then click on “Remove”.
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8. SIGÉOM Layers

The
button can be used to consult
attribute information on the layers

It is also possible to view information
layers from SIGÉOM.
-

Favorable areas

To obtain a detailed description of
these layers, please visit the SIGÉOM
website
at:
http://sigeom.mines.gouv.qc.ca
http://sigeom.mines.gouv.qc.ca/signet/
classes/I1102_indexAccueil?l=f
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